
Congratulations! 

We're excited to be sharing our new app with you.  

You are hereby invited to have it free, for life, no catches. Our friends and family 

get to ride FREE AND VIP for the launch celebration of LookBookLink. 

What is it? 

LookBookLink - Your New Digital 

Business Card Has Arrived. 

Here is the short clip to explain what 

it is and what it looks like: 

https://lookbooklink.co/hype/ 

Here is the LookBookLink 
Homepage: 

 https://lookbooklink.co 

Here is where you sign up for free: 

https://lookbooklink.com/invite/lblff 

Here is the quick start setup guide: 

https://lookbooklink.com/invite/lblff 

Actual Live Examples: 

Here is my LookBookLink: 

https://lookbooklink.com/ericellis 

YOUR NEW DIGITAL BUSINESS CARD HAS ARRIVED 
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Here is a LookBookLink of a film producer: 

https://lookbooklink.com/digima24 

Here is a LookBookLink of a Home Architect in san Fransisco: 

https://lookbooklink.com/homesystems 

Here is a LookBookLink of a rep for commercial roof company: 

https://lookbooklink.com/kevinclement 

Here is a LookBookLink of a State Lobbyist in Georgia: 

https://lookbooklink.com/joywalstrum 

Here is a LookBookLink of a hat designer: 

https://lookbooklink.com/winslowsavage 

Here is a LookBookLink of a CEO of a trucking company: 

https://lookbooklink.com/taneshasanders 

Here is a LookBookLink of an Insurance Sales Rep: 

https://lookbooklink.com/davidglass 

I think yours will look really cool like these already do. 

As well as the direct, individual membership, (the one you are getting for free 
here) we also offer Enterprise set ups. This allows entire companies and sales 
forces to unify their brand while personalizing their LookBookLink at the same 
time. 
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Our pricing is as follows: 

Membership option #1 - Individual Member: $50 annual membership, no other 
fees. Make yours in minutes. 

Membership option #2 -Enterprise Set Up: One time $999 set up fee and $50 per 
user annually (same fee as individual users) Employees may pay the annual user 
fee or the enterprise may choose to. either option is available.  

Why the Enterprise set up fee? We provide and Enterprise Control Panel allowing 

your company to have a company-wide LookBookLink Template for brand control 

and unity. Your LookBookLink Enterprise Template lets you to pre-design the look of 

your Company LookBookLink for your team or employees. you can give permissions 

as to how much you allow team members to personalize their individual 

LookBookLink. Employees can't change or delete anything from the company 

template, they may add content to sections that are permitted by the company to 

personalize.  

Let me know if you need any help or if you have any questions. Thanks as always for 

your friendship and support! 

Eric 

Eric J. Ellis 
LookBookLink Website: lookbooklink.co 
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